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Celebrating 23 Years ofWork in Africa!

1994 saw the start of construction on a two room school in Zaire (now, the Democratic Republic of Congo,
DRC) in a village with no electricity, wells, toilets or literacy. Myrt School now includes preschool through
high school and is rated the best on all levels in the Katanga Province based on national exams. WaMbuyu
Tech is rated tops by the Belgian Technical Corporation. We have started or helped projects in several other
countries. The newest project, a special needs school in Kenya is updated below. Read about the projects
below and on our website, http://AbleAndWilling.org. cxvdf

Word From The Founder
Dear Friends,

        We all have seen poverty, pain and suffering

around the world. We have heard of people

displaced by famine, drought, and all kind of natural

disasters. Most of all we have heard of people

displaced by man-made catastrophe, most terribly

wars with all their atrocities - death of innocents,

young children turned into fighters or orphaned to

fend for themselves, I have seen it all. And it seems

to me that no matter what progress we work hard to

make, we keep slipping backward. In an age of

incredible advances in technology in every field, you

might think that poverty and suffering should be on

the way out. Yet, sadly, it often seems like the

opposite is true, that the well-being of humanity is

barely improving. So instead of waiting for help to

come from outside, what we need is to help one

another - help the needy, help someone pick up a

book to learn, to teach them how to grow or eat

better food, drink clean water. The list goes on.  

I know, as we all should know, that we cannot all be

on the front line all the time or in all places where

people suffer. But, my friend, all of us can and

should choose a mission to carry out personally or

support - an organization or individuals dedicating

their lives, time, money and/or energy to do what is

right and necessary to help others who are suffering.

Able and Willing is one such organization dedicated

to education in the Congo and elsewhere in Africa.

  So, brothers and sisters, I come to you again this

year asking for your help. We need you to help carry

on our work in service to humanity. Let us be your

hands, your feet, and most of all your heart in places

where you cannot be. We need your help because

poverty is a seemingly endless aspect of life in parts

of the world where the have-nots outnumber the

haves. Our work never ends; when one is helped up

and out, many more are still waiting. I believe that

no one chooses to be poor, and that life can change

for anyone with a little help. Let all of us be that

help. Brothers and sisters, I wish you all Marry

Christmas and Happy

New Year. I thank you

so much for your

continuing support for

our work.

 Mbuyu WaMbuyu

(Puma)

"Each yearPuma returns from the Congo, we've come to expect reports ofhistoric
accomplishments. Like a power substation for a village, a three acre commuity
market, the first tennis andbasketball courts in a school, organizing regional
youth activities like Boy& Girl Scouts and sports leagues for soccer and tennis, ...

This year he reached a new level: seven schools and a regional polling center in a
neglected, war-ravaged region ofCongo that hasn't seen a newgovernment
buidling since the colonial era ended in 1960!"

--Jim Carpenter
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Hydro-Damn Project Cancelled...

...Build Seven Schools & Polling Center Instead !

--Mbuyu WaMbuyu (Puma), President, AWIEF

Request to Build a Hydro-Damn

This year, I had a privilege of going where

my dream of building schools started. The

place where Ruth was based as a Peace

Corps Volunteer, in the village of Nyembo,

Territory of Kabongo, Province of Haut

Lomami. I have wanted to return there for

some time to see what the place has

become, but did not have the means to do

so. Then, in the middle of the night, I

received a phone call from a friend of mine

who worked for the government of the

Congo. He was offering me a job!

-building a hydroelectric plant in the

Territory of Kabongo. Of course, I

jumped on the opportunity to accept the

technical challenge, one that, if successful,

would make a huge difference in the lives

of the people in Kabongo village and the

surrounding area.

Changed Mission

Unfortunately, when I arrived in Congo the

mission had changed due to a change in

circumstances of the financial backer (who

prefers anonymity). So instead of building

the hydroelectric plant, the mission

changed to building office space for the

Commission on Electoral National

Independence (CENI) as well as 7 schools

in different villages in the same area.

Kabongo and the surrounding villages have

regressed in recent years to almost

primitive circumstances – all the

consequence of war in the region.

Everything has to be rebuilt. Little did we

know in building the CENI office, that this

would be the first government building in

the territory of Kabongo built, start to

finish, since the colonial time. We also

built 7 schools in four Kabongo villages.

First new government building in over 50 years!
In a war torn and neglected region of Congo, this is the first
government building constructed since the colonial era that
ended in 1960. It is now the election polling headquarters for
the Kobongo territory. Seven schools at various stages of
completion will soon be added to the list of new structures
after Puma returns next year.

First new road in 50 years!
Puma (in striped shirt and hat) with Chief Kobongo IV
(center) and (to his right) the territory administrator walk
with friends on new "Ave. of Pioneer Builder WaMbuyu
Puma", built entirely by manual labor.

Men building Ave. of Pioneer Builder WaMbuyu (pictured
above) with hand tools only.
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This year’s challenge

The computer learning lab was in poor shape when I

arrived at Myrt School and WaMbuyu Tech last

October. It had taken four trips between 2002 and

2007 to install the lab. A night-time theft and attrition

had reduced the lab to four computers and one

printer. Internet service had been canceled because it

was too slow and expensive and limited to one

computer which was in a small room atop a 30 ft

termite mound. The power company rationed power

to our district to two days a week plus nighttime while

our battery backup system supplied power for only

four hours.

L to R: Andre (helpful visitor), Jim, Delphin
(English teacher), Joseph (Computer teacher)

Computer Learning Lab Upgrade

--Jim Carpenter, Treasurer and IT Advisor

A carivan of mortorcycles transporting window
frames for the seven schools. The frames were
welded on a site near the new polling
headquarters.

One of seven schools nearing completion.

The work was not easy. The road to and from

was barely more than an unforgiving track.

Trips on its 1000 kilometers were long and

painful, with each trip taking no less than 6

days by truck and 3 days by motorcycle.

Everything had to be brought in. Construction

materials and food are in short supply.

Educational facilities are non-existent or poor

and ill equipped. Our work isn’t finished.

The 7 schools we built still need desks and

roofing materials. I will be going back there

to continue this work in July 2018. Please

support us in our mission to give a better

education to the children of Kabongo.

Part of the 1,000 km route from Lubumbashi to the
Kobongo Territory. The tire ruts are often so deep
that a smaller truck will hang up on the center,
requiring shoveling. The trip takes a week in good
weather, impossible in rainy season.
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Upgrade Plan

My plan was to install 11 Lenovo laptops and 6

Raspberry Pi workstations on a local area WiFi

network, upgrade the Internet service and battery

backup capacity, repair two large old HP laser printers

and install a new Brother laser printer. I also planned

on introducing free, Open Source software, including

Ubuntu and LibreOffice as alternatives to Microsoft

Windows and Microsoft Office.

Free World Class Education

A key addition was a server that could run “Kahn

Academy”, an ever expanding educational system for

grades one through college in English, French, Swahili

and other languages. It is a very rich source of learning

material, and it’s FREE. Currently, the Kahn system

features include:

� Over 7,000 video lessons.
� 20,000 interactive exercises.
� Facilities for tracking individual student progress.
� All files are local so Internet is not needed.

The entire system and all lessons can run on a
Raspberry Pi, a small computer that fits in your hand.
(See picture on page 5)

Key Resources

Joseph Kipimbye is the computer teacher. He is

talented and made the most of the suboptimal

conditions. He connects well with the students and his

experience with different operating systems and

networks fit well with my plans to upgrade the lab. A

big problem however was that Joseph

speaks French and I don’t. Google

Translator was a minor miracle in

overcoming that problem, serving as a

virtual speaking translator. It even

takes pictures of English documents

that instantly translates while the

camera is still focusing.

I extend a special thanks to Andre

Ngoy, regional housing commissioner,

and Ebenezer Sangwa and Delphin

Mwambay, both English teachers at

Myrt School & WaMbuyu Tech and to

Hubert Konkosha, a computer expert

and President of WaMbuyu Tennis

Academy.

Problems and Solutions

My goals were ambitious and problems immediately

arose. The server with the Kahn Academy lessons

failed to boot, some new monitors were flickering, old

computers were bulky, noisy, consumed too much

power, and didn't connect to the WiFi network, wiring

was a mess, and so on.

After exhausting my diagnostic toolkits I turned to the

Internet to find answers. We resumed Internet service

with the old provider which proved useless during

business hours and still expensive ($150/month) and

accessible only from one computer atop the termite

mound. We next tried an Android cell phone "Hot

Spot" feature for wirelessly connecting up to 10

computers to the Internet. This gave us 10 - 40 times

faster Internet speeds than our maximum allowed

speed from the old provider at a fraction of monthly

fee. Later, a generous visitor gave us a better device

called a Flybox, from Orange. Like a cell phone, it

requires its own SIM but has all the features of a

router, including four Ethernet ports and utilities for

network configuration.

Progress

The lab now has 19 workstations with lots of free

software, all connected wirelessly to the Internet. I

fixed one of the big old HP laser printers, installed the

new Brother laser printer, and replaced two big old

power-hungry monitors with new LCD monitors.

Puma doubled the battery capacity of the power supply

Joseph Kipimbye (in white shirt), the computer teacher and
Ebenezer Sangwa (standing), the English teacher, help faculty
members learn how to operate the Kahn Academy server.



system which seamlessly resumes power when the

power company fails or shuts off electricity.

I downloaded the entire Kahn Academy system in

English, French and Swahili to a Raspberry Pi

connected to the local WiFi network. The credit card

sized Raspberry Pi is the working guts of a personal

computer – it fits in the palm of your hand, is

lightweight (low shipping cost), inexpensive ($35),

and uses little power (see “Solar Powered Computer

Learning Lab < $5,000”, AWIEF Newletter, Vol. 16,

Issue 2, p.5). Just one device makes all of the Kahn

Academy material available to multiple users.

Evaluation

I installed and tested everything according to the plan,

and the system was working when I left. The time

consumed in installing the new system crowded the

time left for instructing the teachers. They seemed

mostly excited and appreciative, although a few

seemed to need more time and attention. The bottom

line is that we will have to wait a while to see how the

new lab is actually being used and what kind of

problems they are having. What I have learned in the

past is that introducing new technologies is often a

bumpy ride, but one without which progress is not

possible.

Right: This Raspberry Pi, a
computer measuring
1x2.5x3.5 inches, is
mounted on the ceiling
without monitor, keyboard or
mouse. It serves all of the
Kahn Academy lessons
wirelessly to 19 workstations
in English and French. (The
red wire is USB power, the
only wire connected to the

Building Quality Education for Less Money

--Jim Carpenter, Treasurer and IT Advisor

A Law Suit Got Me Thinking...

A messy African style law suit added suspense to my visit

this year and led me to appreciate how effective our

donations to Able & Willing are in creating quality

education in Congo. A man that Puma fired sued Puma

for improper termination. Emboldened by his high

government connections, the plaintiff added outlandish

and irrelevant complaints, including accusing Puma of

harboring nefarious American agents - presumably me.

What probably motivated this suit was the wild belief,

based on the history of Myrt School and Puma’s role in

it, that Puma is a wealthy man who could be squeezed for

money.
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Does Success Breed Suspicion?

It seems that great success sometimes breeds great

suspicions, even if the success is due to extreme

talent, long range planning and self-sacrifice.

I have personally observed visitors in awe of the

great work at Myrt School and WaMbuyu Tech who

have assumed that I – not Puma - was the brains

and money behind this success. (My best friends

would be highly amused at this assumption! ) After

all, how could so much be accomplished without a

big pile of money and foreign brains?

Main gate to campus. Sign in upper right
proclaims Myrt 100% success in 2017 national
exams.

Inside the gate, admin building is to the right.
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I Share The Guilt!

But wait! Even I must plead guilty of harboring

suspicions. I took some time on campus to look

around at the natural beauty, building designs and

facilities previously unknown in Congo. Even I

began to wonder where the money came from.

As treasurer of Able & Willing, I found it hard to

imagine how so much could be accomplished

with so little. After 23 years of raising donations,

we’ve still not surpassed the million dollar mark.

Other impressive schools in Africa, like Oprah’s

academy in South Africa or the George Maliaka

School in Lubumbashi, spent millions of dollars

in a fraction of the time.

Design And Business Experience

So I asked Puma, how did he do it so cheaply? In reply, Puma

took me on a brief tour. First, he noted that he himself did all

of the designs, architectural drawings and material

specifications, typically costing up to

10% of total construction cost. His

technical school training,

apprenticeships and mastery of

various trades around Lubumbashi

honed his local construction and

business skills. Before starting the

school in 1994, Puma sold a

successful business repairing large

generators. I have personally observed

his creativity in extending local

construction methods to improve

structural integrity and reduce cost

that have proved their durability over

23 years.

Reuse, Labor and Planning

Puma pointed out how he uses recycled

material manual labor instead of expensive

earthmoving machinery. That saves a lot of

money although taking much longer. So

patience and long range planning is another

key to saving money. Puma told me, “When

we started in 1994, this land was inexpensive

but I could tell that it would be a major route

out of Lubumbashi.” This prediction is

confirmed by Google Maps which shows

that Route Kipopo is now a major route.

The result was increasing cost of new real

estate that forces schools to limit campus

size, cut down natural flora and forgo sports

facilities in contrast to Myrt Schools.

Classrooms and indigenous trees beautify the campus.

Classrooms and a basketball court. Sports facilities are rare
in Congo schools.

Myrt School is one of only two schools in all of Grand
Katanga region with a tennis court.
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Kenya Project : Land preparation for school
--Maggie Lusweti, Project Director

We have been busy lining up all the bureaucratic

requirements before we begin actual building of our

school.

In Kenya as in the US, government approval is

required for most developments to ensure building

complies with building laws, including the Building

Code of Kenya. Approval must be sought before

construction begins.

We hired the environmental analyst from Kenya’s

National Environment Management Authority

(NEMA), and in September, he visited the land and

prepared a report for NEMA certifying our plan and

his finding that the buildings, once they are

constructed, would be in compliance with Kenya’s

environmental laws. We have also submitted a change

of user report. This means that the we are applying for

a license or approval to convert land which was

originally intended for agricultural use into a land for

building a school. The approval comes from the

Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning. Once this is

approved, we can begin construction. The surveyor

has to also approve that the land is adequate for the

proposed development.

In addition, we complied with the requirement to post

in the national and regional newspapers (called

gazetting) . The Kenya Gazette is an official

publication of the government of the Republic of

Kenya. It contains notices of new legislation, notices

required to be published by law or policy as well as

other announcements that are published for general

public information. It is published every week, usually

on Friday, with occasional releases of special or

supplementary editions within the week. Barring any

other unexpected hurdles, the request should be

approved and the construction can begin.

Once this approval is completed, we will need to raise

the funds to start building the school. Our current plan

is to start off with the first 3 classes of elementary

school, 3 bathrooms (boys, girls and staff), a kitchen,

2 rooms for administration, a water fountain and a

small library. We estimate this stage will cost

$20,000. This is the total needed for phase 1 .

I know that this is a daunting challenge – one that I

look forward to

even if it means

having to work an

extra job to raise

funds. I have

asked family and

friends to help me

in this. Your

contributions will

help to make this

dream a reality.

I thank you with

all my heart.

--Maggie

Land now in agricultural use 
site for future school needs to
be rezoned.

Involving Students and Parents

The three student aid programs for parents, students and

orphans that Puma created help reduce cost while

stimulating quality education. All three programs involve

commitments in exchange for paid tuition. Parents commit

to help with maintenance and construction projects.

Students commit to participating in the school's Boy & Girl

Scout program which teaches good values and provides

extracurricular educational opportunities. Older students

also participate in construction projects during the summer.

Altogether, the programs bind the community with a feeling of investment that creates a good learning

environment as evidenced by the school's number one rank based on national exams. Myrt School extended it's

record of 100% success on the national exams, a rare accomplishment for schools in the Congo.

Scouting activities on campus.
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Please Join Us This Spring For

A Taste of Africa
A Benefit Dinner for Able & Willing
Sunday afternoon in March, 201 8
Date & location to be announced later.

Favorite African dishes, African music, displays and gifts

Chat with board members and friends with stories and news of Africa

Able & Willing is searching for volunteers to teach at any level or train teachers at Myrt schools

in Congo. Food and lodging is furnished. Call or text Jim Carpenter at 301 -514-1356.

Please Help
The parents in these villages are able and willing to work on building and maintaining the schools.

The students are eager to learn and help.

Able & Willing is committed to helping the parents, students and these communities improve their

educational opportunities

Please continue your partnership with Able & Willing and invest in a better future in Africa.

I would like to make a tax-deductible contribution of $______________________

My address Send to:
AWIEF
P.O. Box 4303
Frederick, MD 21705-4303

or donate securely online
http://AbleAndWilling.org

Able & Wil l ing I nternational Education Foundation, I nc is a 501 (c) 3 non-profit, non-rel igious, al l volunteer run organization. Al l contributions are
tax-deductible. For a copy of our current financial statement, please write, phone or email us.

AskU s@AbleAndWil l ing.org 301 -685-3282 http://AbleAndWil l ing.org 201 7/1 2

Please use my email to
save postage and printing ___________________________________________________________




